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Today in the United States, more than a third of
adults have a college degree, compared to fewer
than five percent of adults at the time of World War
II, representing a dramatic change in what people do
when they reach adulthood.1 This year alone nearly
two million people in the United States will earn
their bachelor’s degrees.2 Our country’s success in
promoting a college education would be something
to celebrate, if not for one big, embarrassing blemish:
those who are already privileged are the most likely to
get to and through college, while the underprivileged
do not.

comes with a college degree—or, more accurately, the
financial penalty that comes from not graduating—is as
large as it has ever been, making the consequences of
the inequality more severe.
This blemish—more like a blight, really—threatens not
only America’s self-image as the land of opportunity,
but undermines our nation’s civic health. A country in
which the wealthy and powerful pass their privilege
down to their offspring, leaving everyone else behind,
is an aristocracy, not a democracy.
We were warned this might happen. In 1947, a panel
commission by President Truman cautioned that
education might not solve inequality but instead make
it worse:

The disparities by race and income are stark. High
school students from the top fourth of family income are
four times as likely to have earned a bachelor’s degree
ten years out of high school than those in the bottom
fourth of family income.3 In the adult population at
large, African Americans are half as likely, and Latinos
one-third as likely, as Asian Americans to have at least a
bachelor’s degree.4 And the average financial gain that

We have proclaimed our faith in education as
a means of equalizing the conditions of men.
But there is a grave danger that our present
policy will make it an instrument for creating
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the very inequalities it was designed to prevent.
If the ladder of educational opportunity rises
high at the doors of some youth and scarcely
rises at the doors of others, while at the same
time formal education is made a prerequisite
to occupational and social advance, then
education may become the means, not of
eliminating race and class distinctions, but of
deepening and solidifying them.5

outcomes”—quantifiable indicators of knowledge
acquired, skills learned, degrees attained, and so on. It
then argues that it is not these enumerated outcomes
that are the best way to hold colleges accountable,
but rather the evidence of student engagement in
the curriculum—their papers, written examinations,
projects, and presentations—that holds the most
promise for spurring improvement in higher education.
Furthermore, this engagement is also a key factor in
keeping students in school all the way to graduation.
The report concludes that reformers seeking to
enhance college performance and accountability
should focus not on fabricated outcome measures but
instead on the actual outputs from students’ academic
engagement, the best indicators of whether a college
is providing the quality teaching, financial aid, and
supportive environment that make higher learning
possible, especially for the disadvantaged.

Exactly what the Truman Commission feared has come
to pass: a college degree has become the primary
route to economic security, while getting the degree is
virtually assured for the rich and rare for the poor.
Increasing rates of completion would make a difference:
if all of the adults who had started college completed
a degree, the gap between African American and
whites would be nearly 40 percent lower than it is
today (a decline from a 12.3 percentage-point gap to
7.6 percentage points).6

This report is the first of a series from The Century
Foundation, sponsored by Pearson. The views and
opinions expressed in this paper are those of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or
position of Pearson. The series grew out of an August
2014 conference at which researchers and several
university presidents were exploring new paths to
diversity in higher education in light of emerging
legal constraints on race-based affirmative action. As
participants discussed ideas to ensure access for lowincome and minority students, university leaders were
equally concerned about how to improve rates of
college graduation by disadvantaged students.

There are many reasons students do not make it all the
way through to a college degree. The most prominent
is simply the price—the time and money it takes to get
a college degree can be an insurmountable hurdle for
low-income students, even those who receive relatively
generous financial aid packages. Students with weaker
academic skills face additional barriers when they
are placed in courses that make the degree an even
more distant goal. And the social and psychological
challenges to students’ attempts to fit in on college
campuses take their toll as well. In the end, some
students, faced with the multiple stresses of this new
environment, find it extremely difficult to do the
one thing that is most important: engage with their
coursework.

THE CURRENT MISGUIDED
FOCUS ON OUTCOMES

As part of his State of the Union address in 2013,
President Obama recommended that funding to
colleges be contingent on “student outcomes.”7 Since
then, there has been a bipartisan drumbeat in favor
of outcomes from colleges, and standards from the

This report takes a look at how government officials have
pressed college accreditors to focus more on “student
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independent accreditors that decide whether a college
is good enough to get federal support. U.S. senator and
presidential candidate Marco Rubio wants to reward
colleges that demonstrate “high student outcomes.”8
The editorial board of The Wall Street Journal has
chimed in, too. Complaining that accreditors focus too
much on inputs—such as the number of books in the
library—rather than on outcomes, they want the federal
government to bypass accreditors and adopt “simple,
clear standards” to cut off federal funding from bad
colleges.9 In a November announcement of its plans to
reform accreditation, the U.S. Department of Education
used the word outcome or standards thirty-one times
(student outcomes, institutional outcomes, outcomesbased reviews, outcomes-driven accountability,
outcome measures, outcomes-driven oversight,
critical outcomes data, outcomes-directed measures,
key outcomes, outcome standards, achievement
standards, accreditor standards, recognition standards,
and more).10 Recently, the Department of Education
announced it will insist that accreditors adopt “strong
and meaningful outcome standards.”11

is expected to gain.”13 The reformers’ theory was
that these faculty-enumerated learning objectives
would serve as the hooks that would then be used by
administrators to initiate reviews of actual student work,
the key to improving teaching. The logic went like this:
Step 1. Faculty members declare their goals
for students, what became known as “student
learning outcomes,” or SLOs.
Step 2. Observers seek evidence of whether
students met those goals, what became known
as “assessment.”
Step 3. Faculty improve their instruction based
on the assessment.
That was the idea. But it hasn’t worked out that way.
Not even close.
In 2001, Peter Ewell, a leader in the student-learningoutcome movement, reported that there had been
progress toward the reformers’ goal: most accreditors
had included at least some mention of “student
learning” in the standards they used to judge colleges.
In a paper commissioned by accreditors, he urged
them to be “more aggressive and creative in requiring
evidence of student learning outcomes as an integral
part of their standards and processes for review.”14 In
2006, Secretary Spellings took up the charge, and
accreditors pledged to focus more on outcomes, as
Ewell had recommended. They went along because
it was hard to oppose something that seemed, on the
surface, to be so reasonable. What could go wrong?15

We have heard the outcomes chorus before, ten years
ago, when Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings
made similar demands, ultimately gaining pledges
from the accreditors that they would focus more on
outcomes in their reviews of colleges.12 Secretary
Spellings was simply tapping into a movement in
higher education that was gaining momentum at the
time, without knowing that its momentum actually
came from rolling downhill.

THE BIRTH OF OUTCOMES,
AND HOW THEY WENT AWRY

Step 1 turned out to be a bad starting place. The
supposed outcomes of higher education became
embodied in lists of topics that a course covers, with
verbs added to index what students will “be able to
do.” Universities across the country created their lists

In the 1990s, reformers thought they could improve
teaching and learning in college if they insisted that
colleges declare their specific “learning goals,” with
instructors defining “the knowledge, intellectual
skills, competencies, and attitudes that each student
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of SLOs, and they tend to look pretty similar. Gonzaga
University actually has a manual for how to write SLOs,
and it includes this example:

hierarchy known as Bloom’s taxonomy, the verbs are
“the center, fulcrum, engine of a learning outcome
statement . . . corresponding to cognitive activities in
which students engage and faculty seek to elicit.”18

General Psychology: Students who complete this
course will be able to:

What do these magical demarcating SLO-blurb
models look like? Here are examples from each level
of Civic and Global Learning: At the associate level,
the student “Describes diverse positions, historical
and contemporary, on selected democratic values or
practices, and presents his or her own position on a
specific problem where one or more of these values
or practices are involved.” At the bachelor’s degree
level, the student “Develops and justifies a position on
a public issue and relates this position to alternate views
held by the public or within the policy environment.” At
the master’s level, the student “Assesses and develops a
position on a public policy question with significance in
the field of study, taking into account both scholarship
and published or electronically posted positions and
narratives of relevant interest groups.”19

• Identify and define basic terms and concepts
which are needed for advanced courses in
psychology
• Outline the scientific method as it is used by
psychologists
• Apply the principles of psychology to practical
problems
• Compare and contrast the multiple
determinants of behavior (environmental,
biological, and genetic )16
As a list of topics, these are not objectionable. But
Ewell’s original concept had been that the SLOs would
indicate “the particular levels of knowledge, skills, and
abilities that a student has attained at the end (or as
a result) of his or her engagement in a particular set
of collegiate experiences.” The example from Gonzaga
clearly does not. The Gonzaga list could be for a high
school course, or an undergraduate course, or even a
graduate school course.

Contrary to what is advertised—that the model defines
“what college graduates should know and be able to
do”—the blurbs and the verbs actually tell us next to
nothing about skills, or knowledge, or anything.20 Yet the
blurbs have become objects of reverence, with systems
of assessment and data-tracking built up around them.
The SLO effort has become a bureaucracy without
benefit, such that even faculty members who agreed
with the goal of the effort believe it has gotten out
of hand. The statewide faculty senate of California’s
community colleges, for example, found that while
the SLO effort was well-intended, in practice it has led
to “contention, frustration, and divisiveness at many
colleges.”21

In 2014, Ewell and others released a compendium
of model SLO-blurbs that claims to provide “a
demarcation of increasing levels of challenge as a
student progresses” from the two-year degree to the
bachelor’s and then master’s degree.17 A demarcation,
the authors promise, is something that can actually
separate the wheat from the chaff, a “level of proficiency.”
The demarcation is all about the verbs, says one of the
model’s authors. Adapted from a controversial verb
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A common product used by campuses across the
country to track their SLOs is a database management
system called TracDat. Faculty members can plug each
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SLO-blurb into the database, identify the assessment
that is connected with the blurb, and then self-report
the proportion of students who supposedly achieved
the blurb.22 The resulting database is useless, because
the SLO-blurbs do not signify anything. But the
colleges can say that they are keeping track of learning
as demanded by the accreditor.

evidence provided and conducting interviews
with faculty and administrators as well as SLO
progress charts and timelines, that course-level
student learning outcomes have been assessed,
analyzed, and evaluated.
The accreditor denied the campus a passing grade,
however, because the college had not completed the
process of creating SLO-blurbs for all degrees and
certificates at the major (rather than the course) level.26

There are countless examples of colleges that have
been coerced down the SLO path. After the accreditor
for Pima Community College in Arizona complained
that the faculty was inadequately involved in the
SLO process, the college implemented the TracDat
approach and added an Educational Testing Services
(ETS) standardized test. The accreditor responded
with glowing praise that Pima’s progress report
provided “ample evidence of the great progress the
College has made with respect to assessment.”23 San
Jose State University reported to its accreditor that it
was finding “faculty resistance to what is still perceived
as bureaucratically imposed workload of dubious
value.” To address the problem, the campus adjusted
its faculty reward system to force faculty participation,
a step the accreditor praised.24

The SLO bandwagon started with the idea that clarity
about goals would lead colleges to engage students in
rich and meaningful learning. The movement, however,
is steering colleges toward the opposite: worthless
bean-counting and cataloging exercises that give
faculty members every reason to ignore or reject the
approach. Yet rather than abandon the failed strategy,
many of those on the SLO bandwagon insist that any
criticism comes from faculty who just do not want to be
held accountable. At an accreditor-sponsored training I
attended, designed for campus administrators who are
responsible for implementing SLOs, a participant asked
about faculty resistance. The accreditor, rather than
consider the possibility that the faculty have legitimate
objections, dismissed faculty concerns as typical of selfinterested instructors. The advice: full steam ahead!
When I later complained that legitimate concerns were
being dismissed inappropriately, the accreditor told me
that participants had given the training high marks in
the satisfaction survey, so my concerns were not valid.

Cerritos College, south of Los Angeles, found a way
to assess its SLOs without involving faculty at all. The
campus surveyed its students to ask them about each
blurb. Students were asked whether they agreed with
the statement, “I am able to analyze graphs and tables
for important information.” If they say they agree or
strongly agree, then that is considered evidence that
the college’s quantitative reasoning expectations are
being achieved.25 In a 2014 visit, the accreditor praised
the work that Cerritos College had done:

So, if the fixation on “learning outcomes” is the wrong
way to promote quality learning in college, what would
be a better approach?

WHAT MAKES
COLLEGE VALUABLE?

The college has made much progress in meeting
the requirements for establishing and assessing
student learning outcomes for all courses. It
was found by the team following the review of
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Going to college is a lot of work. If you add up all of
the class sessions to attend, assignments to complete,
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and decisions to make, a student needs to successfully
perform something like 3,446 tasks, give or take, to get
to graduation. It is a daunting to-do list, and the people
who complete it are widely seen—in general—as more
employable and better citizens and leaders. Why does
college make a difference? Some people see college
as just a screening device, sorting people in ways that
gives information to employers about who is worth
hiring for what roles. Others believe that the college
experience itself changes people in ways that make
them more valuable as workers, or leaders.27

graduates. And if the ETS version of critical thinking
is the answer to why college itself is important, why
do some colleges offer separate courses in critical
thinking—is it merely more test-prep classes? Indeed,
ETS itself advertises its exam as a way that colleges can
“demonstrate program effectiveness for accreditation
and funding purposes.”28
Another test, the Collegiate Learning Assessment
(CLA), takes a somewhat more sophisticated, dynamic
approach to measuring what its sponsor says are
critical-thinking skills. The bulk of the ninety-minute
exam involves students using provided reference
materials—technical reports, data tables, news
articles, and memos—to write an essay that makes
a recommendation or solves a presented problem.
Independent readers score the essay based on the logic
and analysis of the argument and the effectiveness of
the writing (including grammar). The sixty-minute
essay and twenty-five multiple-choice questions yield
scores that range from 400 to 1600.29

For those who are in the second camp—believing that
students do gain something important in college—it
is surprisingly difficult to identify what that something
is. The simplistic but wrong answer is that it is all the
specific knowledge gained. Anyone who has gone to
college knows this is wrong—simply looking back at an
undergraduate transcript at the courses taken would
be enough to trigger that we remember very little
about the books we read, or the formulas we applied in
problem sets. The information was in our brains at the
time, but other than a few skills that carried through to a
graduate degree or a job, and maybe some random bits
of knowledge that stuck, the details of what we learned
are mostly a muddle. Quite simply, the knowledge
gained did not stick. Anyone looking to pass the tests
or get a passing grade on the papers today would need
to take the classes and do the readings all over again.

The results of the CLA, administered to 31,652
students at 169 institutions in 2013–14, show that seniors
actually do perform better than freshmen, at all types
of colleges. But the CLA scores also show something
else: a big difference between the scores of students at
highly selective schools and those of students at lessselective four-year colleges. The freshmen at schools
such as UCLA already have the CLA-measured skills
of the seniors at a moderately selective college such
as, say, Michigan State. The freshmen at moderately
selective colleges, meanwhile, had scores similar to
seniors at the least selective colleges. (See Figure 1.)30

College leaders say that the something that graduates
gain from college is “critical-thinking skills.” But if you
look at the Proficiency Profile—a test from the ETS that
supposedly measures critical thinking skills—it looks like
the same old SAT: grammar, reading comprehension,
and algebra. Where are the critical thinking skills in
remembering long-taught word meanings, or algebraic
formulas? Being able to recognize a grammatically
incorrect sentence is useful, to be sure, but it is hardly
the excellence we want colleges to be aiming for in
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Imagine lawmakers who, focused on outcomes, want
to require a particular CLA score for graduates to
get their degrees. What score should they pick? At
1000, most seniors would pass, but so would most
freshmen. At 1200, many of the freshmen at the most
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FIGURE 1

COLLEGE LEARNING ASSESSMENT SCORE DISTRIBUTION,
BY COLLEGE SELECTIVITY AND STUDENT YEAR
Least selective colleges

More selective colleges

Most selective colleges

Freshmen

Freshmen

Freshmen

Seniors

Seniors

Seniors

20%
18%

Percent of population

16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%

1425

1400

1375

1350

1325

1300

1275

1250

1225

1200

1175

1150

1125

1100

1075

1050

1025

1000

975

950

925

900

875

850

0%

Source: Council for Aid to Education (CAE), CLA+: National Results 2013—14, available at http://cae.org/images/uploads/pdf/CLA_National_Results_2013-14.pdf. Additional data provided to the author by CAE.

selective colleges would be eligible for a degree when
they walked in the door, while most of the seniors at
less-selective colleges would be denied a credential.
What might be more interesting is measuring distance
traveled: How much does a student have to improve
over the time spent in college? While perhaps a
more accurate measure, there is still a high degree of
fluctuation in scores from school to school, particularly
along the selectivity spectrum: the difference between
the average freshman score and the average senior
score is 106 for the least-selective colleges, 87 for the
more-selective ones, and 63 for the most-selective
schools.31

“the particular jaggedness of a thinker’s mind.” They
suggest that “instead of settling for the illusion that we
can somehow compel all minds toward some standard
liberal-arts education, we should grant all students the
freedom to develop the particular form of liberal-arts
education that they need for their own pathway.”32
In college people do gain “knowledge” and they gain
“skills.” But any accountability system that attempts to
measure and compare the outcomes will be severely
lacking, because each student’s advancement is a
unique result of their approach to their 3,446 tasks, a
diversity that is part of what makes higher education
valuable to them and to society.

Testing a few skills does not come close to capturing
the value that college can offer. In a recent essay,
researchers Todd Rose and Ogi Ogas argue that
critical thinking is not one thing, but is different in
every discipline and situation, and also depends on

All those discussions and problem sets and papers give
students experience grappling with lots of different
kinds of problems—human, artistic, mathematical,
scientific—in various ways, dealing with a wide variety
of instructors who have their own idiosyncrasies,
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preparing students to better manage all kinds of people
and complications later in life. Students may or may
not have mastered calculus or rhetoric or computer
science by graduation, but they have acquired the
ability to function in society and in a workplace more
confidently and more successfully, because those
thousands of tasks in college have helped make them
more inquisitive, adaptable, creative, and resourceful—
in their own way.

group, and frequently creative and interactive: writing,
reacting, rewriting, designing, and dissecting. Teaching,
in a campus environment that supports it, keeps
students plugging away on those 3,446 tasks on their
way toward graduation.
The supportive environment (including the social,
psychological, and financial elements that will be
addressed by other reports in this series), however,
is not enough to keep students hanging around.
Studying, prompted by quality teaching, is critical. In
research involving tens of thousands of students and
accounting for dozens of other possible explanatory
factors, including pre-college academic preparation
and socioeconomic status, professor of education
Alexander Astin and his team found that “the most basic
form of academic involvement—studying and doing
homework—has stronger and more widespread positive
effects [on student outcomes] than almost any other
involvement measure or environmental measure.”33 Of
the fifty-seven student activities that Astin measured,
the ones most associated with increased graduation
revolved around the in-class experience: homework,
going to class, working on an independent research
project, giving class presentations, interacting with
faculty, and taking essay exams (but not multiplechoice tests).

WHAT GETS STUDENTS
THROUGH TO GRADUATION?

College, when it works most reliably, is a complex
system of designed norms and nudges that make
activities such as going to class, studying, writing
papers, and interacting with peers a natural, almost
automatic part of each day. Students spend most of
their time on or near campus, where those around them
have similar goals or are supporting them in their goals.
Their diversions from classwork—whether work, play,
or politics—bind them closer to the school and to their
peers rather than taking them away, helping them to
feel like a valued and engaged part of a community. (It
is worth noting that college comes from the same word
root as colleague.) The environment, in effect, operates
in a way that gets students to stay with the program,
which consists of thousands of academic exercises that
are designed and implemented by the faculty as part
of the plan.

The other activities in Astin’s research that correlated
with graduation were ones that connect students
more to their peers and to the college: participation
in internship programs, in volunteer work, or in
intramural sports. Working on campus (part time) was
a positive, but working off campus (full or part time)
acted as a negative. (Astin’s findings regarding alcohol
consumption were interesting. More drinking was
associated with higher rates of graduation, perhaps
because alcohol plays a role in reducing social inhibitions
and helping students to feel a part of a community. But
alcohol consumption was also associated with lower

To be effective, academic exercises—the instructordesigned activities and assignments—must take into
consideration the skills and knowledge of the particular
students, so that the students are intrigued and
challenged in ways that demand significant time and
effort, but are not overwhelmed or lost. Good teachers
scan and test for signs that students are confused or do
not know where to start, and they bolster or recalibrate
lectures, discussions, and assignments as needed.
The student work is sometimes individual, sometimes
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grades, pointing to the ongoing campus challenge of
tolerating some drinking, but not too much.)

other: “faculty pretend to teach, students pretend to
study, and as long as parents and others paying the bills
are oblivious, everyone is happy.”36
Maybe the blame should be shared, but in the end,
it does not matter. The main problem is that most of
the incentives do tend to steer everyone in the wrong
direction. Professors have little reason, other than
their own integrity, to push back against students’
low expectations. Expecting more out of students
just means seeing more students during office hours,
receiving more grade appeals, and creating tests and
papers that are much harder to grade because they
are about thinking and the application of concepts,
rather than the recall of facts. “We know students learn
more when expectations are high and when feedback
on what they need to do to improve is constant,”
says William Tierney, a professor of education at the
University of Southern California. “[Students] would
work harder if we expected it of them—but we don’t. . .
[T]he incentives for engagement between student and
faculty are few.”37

The involvement of students in rich and meaningful
educational activities is what keeps students making
progress toward the degree, and it is what produces the
outcomes that we associate with a college degree. But
trying to distill the infinitely varied outcomes down to
a list or a test, for accountability purposes, is a formula
that, rather than improving education, more likely
undermines the quality of the educational activities
themselves. To improve college teaching, we need a
different approach.

ADDRESSING THE PROBLEMS
IN COLLEGE TEACHING

All of the components of a college program—especially
quality teaching—are important to students reaching
the degree, but without quality teaching the degree
is not worth reaching. Unfortunately, the incentive
systems in higher education often make it difficult
to promote the inspired instruction, discussions, and
creative, personalized projects that prompt students to
study and ultimately graduate. In Our Underachieving
Colleges, Derek Bok laid out his concern—after serving
as president of Harvard, no less—that faculty are not
adequately attentive to student learning. (He is not
the first to raise the issue—it has been a complaint for
decades, or maybe centuries.) The result, he said, is that
“Many seniors graduate without being able to write well
enough to satisfy their employers. Many cannot reason
clearly or perform competently in analyzing complex,
non-technical problems, even though faculties rank
critical thinking as the primary goal of a college
education.”34 While Bok blamed professors, other
commentators blame low standards on students who
want to party and who give low ratings to professors
who demand more,35 while still others try for balance by
asserting that there is a conspiracy between students
and faculty, with each having low expectations of the
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Bok, in his book, was not optimistic about the potential
for improvement: “The weaknesses of undergraduate
education may be real, but they serve important faculty
interests. Like most human beings, professors do not
relish having their work evaluated by others. . . . Nor do
instructors who are used to lecturing welcome research
on new pedagogies that may put pressure on them to
change the way they teach.” But he did offer one clue
about a possible way forward: “investigations performed
on one’s own campus,” rather than somewhere else,
have the power “to persuade faculty members that the
findings are relevant to their college and their students.”
Evidence about their own institution is harder to ignore
than are general calls for improved learning, or alarm
bells about college graduates in general.
Bok’s notion—shining a light on the evidence of students’
academic engagement on their own campuses—is the
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The benefits of starting with the student work as
the unit of analysis is that it respects the unlimited
variety of ways that colleges, instructors and students
alike, arriving with different skill levels, engage in
the curriculum. Rather than demanding SLOs or a
standardized test, the focus of accountability efforts
should be on the evidence of student engagement: the
work students do in the form of papers, written exams,
presentations, and projects.

reform that could make a real difference in teaching,
and therefore graduation rates as well. The evidence of
excellent or inadequate student engagement is student
work: the papers, written exams, presentations and
projects from students’ 3,446 tasks to a college degree.
Unearthing those artifacts is the key to changing
the incentive system in higher education so that
excellent teaching—including the college environment
and supports that make it possible—is valued and
encouraged.

If the Obama administration wants to promote better
outcomes in higher education, it should start by building
on these positive examples of efforts to shine a light
on the evidence of students’ academic engagement.
Validating colleges’ own quality-assurance systems
should become the core of what accreditors do if they
want to serve as a gateway to federal funds. Think
of it as an outside audit of the university’s academic
accounting system. With this approach, colleges are
responsible for establishing their own systems for
the occasional review of their majors and courses by
outside experts they identify. Accreditors, meanwhile,
have the responsibility of auditing those campus review
processes, to make sure that they are comprehensive
and valid, involving truly independent outsiders and the
examination of student work. Both the reviews and the
audits should include elements of random selection,
so that any student or major could be selected. This
approach makes it less likely, for example, that a
diploma-mill situation like the one involving football
players at the University of North Carolina could exist
for long without detection.41

HOW TO GET BETTER LEARNING
AND HIGHER GRADUATION
RATES

Sometimes, college faculties do contain poor teachers
who are shirking their responsibilities. The best strategy
to prevent bad teaching, however, is not to focus on
the output of this flawed process, but rather to look at
the educational process itself. Shining a light on the
work that students do in their classes would provide
the “telling evidence” that Bok said would make a
difference.
In my recent review of accreditation documents, I
saw some evidence of that strategy. For example,
at Whittier College, a liberal arts college near Los
Angeles, portfolios of student work are used in the
process of reviewing majors and programs on a rolling
basis. External experts are involved in the process.38 At
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, random samples of student
essays were collected as part of an effort to improve
teaching and learning, and its rolling review of majors
also includes extensive use of external reviewers.39
University of California–Berkeley recently revised its
process for reviewing majors, now requiring them to
involve external experts, with specific guidelines to
protect against conflicts of interest. Reviewing samples
of student work is strongly recommended under the
policy.40
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Second, the Department of Education should tell
accreditors to take a fresh look at whether they are
properly implementing the new “credit hour” definition
that was adopted in 2010. The credit hour, the quantity
measure of higher education (the units assigned to a
class), has been widely scorned as promoting a “butts
in seats” approach to college that involves sitting
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FIGURE 2

CREDIT-HOUR MONITORING FORM (EXCERPT)

Source: WASC Senior College and University Commission, “Federal Compliance Forms: Credit Hour and Program Review Length Form,”
http://www.wascsenior.org/credit-hour-and-program-length-review-form.

passively in lecture classes.42 The 2010 action changed
that, so that now a credit is no longer a time gauge but
instead a measure of “an amount of work . . . verified
by evidence of student achievement.”43 For federal
aid purposes, a credit hour is now student work, the
evidence of students’ achievements.

“amount of work” is appropriate given the credit being
awarded. The online courses, in that sense, are held
to a higher standard than are ground courses. Except
that the analysis involves only a course syllabus, which
is like judging a restaurant by the menu. A syllabus is
not enough to determine what amount and level of
student work is expected of students: only a review of
a sampling of actual student work can accomplish that.

Some accreditors, however, have not made the shift
in monitoring the credit hour and are still allowing an
approach that just counts course schedules rather than
student engagement. For example, Figure 2 is from
a form currently used by one accreditor to check on
whether a college is complying with the federal credithour standard.44

The Department of Education therefore should
work with accreditors and colleges to ensure that
their understanding of the credit hour requirement is
accurate and up-to-date. It is not enough for students
to sit in lectures for twelve hours a week for them
to qualify for a “full time” chunk of financial aid from
taxpayers. It is important to remember, however, that
the amount and quality of student work for a given
number of units will vary by college, because the
skills and background of enrolled students will vary
from school to school, as will the types of learning
experiences in different disciplines. The benefit of a
locally determined and accreditor-checked approach
is that it allows for the consideration of whether the

Notice that in the top section, for a ground (brick and
mortar) campus, the reviewer is only required to check
to see if the butts-in-seats time matches the credit hours
that are assigned to the course. There is absolutely no
expectation that the reviewer will check to see whether
students had to do anything other than sit there pass the
course. In contrast, for an online course—the bottom
section—there is, at least, an assessment of whether the
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expectations are appropriate given the students who
are enrolled. Standardized tests, for the same reason,
usually are not a good way to determine college quality.
College is about advancing students from where they
start, not reaching a score and stopping; student work is
the evidence of that ongoing advancement.

Imposing standardized tests or large, bureaucratic
assessment-tracking mechanisms is also counterproductive, deadening the curriculum, wasting the time
of faculty, and leading students to wonder why they are
bothering with school.
A student-work approach serves as a check on whether
colleges are engaging students in projects that intrigue
and challenge them, a function of both the learning
experiences that instructors design, and the campus
supports, services and environment that help students
focus on school and stay on track through those 3,446
tasks. An accountability approach that starts with
the artifacts of student engagement stands the best
chance of prompting institutional redesigns that will
increase students’ likelihood of graduation, with a highquality degree.45

Are these two steps enough? I am concerned that even
with these changes, the system would still be vulnerable
to becoming an insular system of mutual praise. One
way to prevent that from occurring would be to select
samples of student work from each campus and
subject them to a separate, independent review—or
even, perhaps, make them public (without students’
identities). The organization that runs the International
Baccalaureate program in high schools uses that type
of system, choosing random students and having
the schools send their papers and written exams to
check on each school’s rigor. Such a system could be
implemented among colleges, provided an entity—
either a section of the Department of Education or an
independent, outside body—was authorized to initiate
and refine it.

Robert Shireman is a senior fellow at The Century
Foundation working on education policy with a focus
on for-profit college accountability, quality assurance,
and consumer protections.
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Too often, policy discussions about college completion
or degree attainment treat the question of quality—the
actual teaching and learning—as an afterthought or as
a footnote. Attention to graduation, per se, is misplaced
and dangerous for two reasons. First, obsessing about
graduation can lead colleges to avoid enrolling students
whose family situations or academic background are
less solid, undermining access for the populations that
could most benefit from higher education. Second,
colleges—even high-quality, selective ones—worried
about graduation rates can too easily become little
better than diploma mills, expecting little from students
rather than addressing the teaching and supports that
could help students excel. Standardized tests can be
a damaging and counterproductive way to protect
against that danger.
The Century Foundation | tcf.org
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